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About This Content

"This story features an encounter with Squad 7, the heroes of the original Valkyria Chronicles. After playing through this extra
story, you will get the characters Welkin (in the tank Edelweiss), Alicia, Isara, Largo, and Rosie for use in the main game.

This story can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this story, go to Book Mode
> Menu > Extra Stories."
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If you know Wings of Fury and you like(d) it, then there is nothing more to say about this game. It is not a special game, but it is
good for spending some time and have fun. Graphics are nice, controls are good and 5 bucks are more than worth it.. The art
and music works great for the game and its style. It's the perfect game to play with friends, and truely a game made by
passionate people.. Schei\u00dfe..... +Cool Ranch Doritos Smelter
+Goofy Barrel Men

Best DLC N\/A

You're better off waiting for Scholar of the First Sin, if you're looking to get this.
However Fromsoft Treats the PC release of it anyway.. It's really a shame, this game had potential but the way it was executed
ruined it. The game was more frustrating than fun and the reason being:

 - grinding excessively

- crafting new weapons and building your base to the max could of been fun if it was easier to find specific items and not just
have things randomly drop from enemies or chest\/breakable object.

- The map rearranges itself everytime you die or quit the game.

- This game needed a simple castlevania back dash to avoid enemy attack but instead your given a foward dash which only helps
you progress faster through the room.

- most of the main and side mission were about finding items, certain mssion also required me to find blueprints and upgrade.

- Certain doors\/shaft are locked which require a key to open them but if you die the map rearranges itself, forcing you to find
the key again.

Its been a awhile since I encounter a game that truly\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665me off, I should of
stopped playing after 2 hours but I gave it too much of a chance.. Great platform game, if you like Sega master system's Ninja
Gaiden you will love this game, its fast, its hard and the retro feeling is superb, the chiptunes are great too and add to the retro
feel. Only con i can find its that it could have more bosses variety.
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I was an early bird to this game, and bought it in the first week.
Played it for many hours as you can see, but there was so many bugs from the beginning and the game was costly at the time.

After nearly 3 years now, this game still has the same bugs:
-Opening the map is slow as hell. How can they STILL not fix this?!?!
-The map loads POI's, Needzones, etc slower than Google Maps on an smoke signal network...
-The Map NEVER remembers the last position it was closed at.
-Map mission zones needs "movement" to display (zoom or move map).
-Maps on Multiplayer take nearly 3 seconds to open....WTF>?!?
-Animals still teleport vast distances or through mountains.
-Animals still do the Moonwalk against a tree non-stop
-Animal transitions are still janky as hell and has never been smooth
-Binoculars opened and then fast travelling STILL keeps the binocular HUD on screen.

There is so many more bugs, and they JUST DON'T get fixed...
I buy every DLC, and hope the added patch would fix issues, but Expansive worlds are pretending now that they are like EA,
and don't give a \ud83d\udca9, and rather push out content, instead of squashing bugs.

I felt especially frustrated now, because they add more and more bugs with their features, which costs me Diamonds and this
game already cost so much in patience.

The developers just ignore the playerbase and continues pushing out features, and ignores fixes.

I'm done, I recommend NOT buying this game, even patient people will get impatient with this mess now.... I have been playing
this on my android tablet since alpha and I decided to try it out on my PC; go to the big screen. The gameplay is still solid. I love
the unique political system. The developers do have some more work to do on making the UI better for PC users, but I have
faith in th Trese Brothers. I have been playing their games for years on android and they update regularly and strive to improve.
In fact they just did a complete overhaul of the main scrren UI of this game for all platforms and have pushed out two skin
packs for ships. Right now I would give it a 7\/10 Solid Gameplay. Good retro style artwork, but a ways to go on making the UI
and controls better and more intuitive for PC players. It's a rough diamond at the moment there is a great game in there.. The
entire game is basically the beginning part of Fallout: New Vegas.. There is literally nobody playing this game.
Last time i checked steam charts had 10 people worldwide on it...
It's not a very good game without people to play against\/with
And its only an average game to begin with anyway. A pretty good arcade game with very impressive and long singleplayer
campaign.

And if you are not a spoiled child, you can easily change settings and resolution. Just go to installation folder of the game and hit
Configure.exe.(Full HD resolution is available too). So Far so good. Only on Zone four but this trippy space shooter will keep
you on your toes.. Interesting game with RPG elements. The game breaks the 4th wall many times and keeps a light mood. Few
critisisms but will list them below:
-There are no aspect ratio options even though you can go full screen (still includes black bars)
- You can go to a lot of places even though there's nothing there
- No apparent way to see your current quests.
- It'd be nice to be able to rest for more than 1 day at a time (like a slider to sleep for 10 days to get full health or something)
- Inventory system is unintuitive. If you equip an armor piece, it replaces the one you have (no purchase neccessary) unless you
put it in your empt slot first. You cant keep a collection to swap out for later

I'm sure there are some others, but feel free to watch my video on the game! :D

https:\/\/youtu.be\/U0dYqAsR7Os. This was an excellent casual game that kept my interest during the entire 6 hour playthrough.
It has great pacing and enough to micromanage that you never feel bored. The only concern I had was the artwork, the faces of
the characters look almost frightening sometimes and the drawings are inconsistant. Would highly recommend, although it's the
kind of game you buy on sale and not at full price.
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